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The new JConnect Java classes give you the 
capability of accessing data via Structured 
Query Language (SQL). You can use either socket- 
based communication or the JTunnel, feature. In 
general, Java applets are allowed to open socket 
connections only to the machine from which they 
have been downloaded. This means the SAS/CONNECT 
session and the Web server that provide the Java 
classes must run on the same machine. This 
restriction is implemented via the Java" applet 
security model and does not apply to Java I Resources I 
applications. 

The new JTunnel feature bypasses this Java 
applet security 'feature', enabling you to host 
your Web server and your SAS/COMNECT session on 
different machines! 

A Hot Dark Drink? 

Java Security Considerations 
So why is Java considered such a good match 
network applications when it apparently has 
a sestrictive limitation? 

Networks aren't the same since the Java 
programming language and the concept of 
Intranets and Extranets came onto the scene. 
Just a few years ago, all Java meant to most of 
us was something to quench our thirst or boost 
our energy while conversating at ,an out door 
cafe. 

Consider that an applet might be downloaded 
cross a firewall. The applet is now running 
machine on a secure Intranet. If the applet is 
allowed to open connections to anything it 
wants, it can now scan any machines it can reach 
on that intranet for ftp, telnet, http, smtp or 
any other possible entry points. If it sees any 
http (web server).ports, it can start 
downloading pages from http servers, and upload 
them to sum@ malicious server out beyond the 
firewall; The applet is now stealing sensitive 
corporate data, or sensitive personal 
information . 

Today, Java is fueling a period of tremendous 
growth and enthusiasm for networked, platform 
independent, client/server computing. 

for 
such 

in a 

This is indeed a legitimate rationale for the 
implementation of the Java applet security model 
or the 'Sandbox Model% See Figure 1. 

Java was developed to prevent abplets from 
snooping or changing files on the client file 
system, or from using network connections to 
circumvent file protections or individual's 
expectations of privacy. 

Apple&s vs. Applications 
The first thing we must do is to distinguish 
between a Java applet and a Java application. 

A Java program running in a browser is an 
applet. The security model inherent in the 
client browser is rather restricrive. This in 
turn, requires that your SAS server be installed 
on the same machine (or host) as your Web server 
resides. 

A Java progralm which runs on same client machine 
in some 3ava Virtual Machine (YVM), but not in a 
browser is a Java application. By default the 
security manager lets an application do whatever 
it wants so there are no limitations except 
those enforced by the language itself, and even 
those can be bypassed by using native methods. 

A Java application is essentially a stand-alone 

What this means for us developers is that your 
applet will only be able to read to and write 
from a file on the server that the applet was 
served from, 

The applet security limitations have caused more 
than a few programmers to scream out in pain. 
The original 'Sandbox Model' has indeed evolved 
with Sun Microsystem, Inc./s introduction of the 
Java Development Kit (JDK) l.l..To date 'signed' 
and 'trusted' applets have been implemented. 
Still under development are: 

application. Java applets are designed to be 
used within the framework of an HTML ‘document 
and accessible via a Java-enabled browser. 

* fhze-gxained access contxo2 
l conf~guab2e secud er  PZM? 

0 enaWing Java QqrpZets aad Java applications 
toh tzeatedPuliformly 
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What if you have an Xnfranet or extranet and you 
truly want your Java applets to" be able $0 
communicate with a server outside of the realm * 
of the applet's home ? What if you can't justify 
the expense of requiring that the SAS Software 
be installed on the tens or hundreds of sales 
representatives' personal computers? What if you 
want your sales representatives to access timely 
SAS data via a Web browser while they're in the 
field? I. 

It appears that many vendors are providing 
workarounds to the security restrictions of Java 
applets. SAS Institute Inc is listening and 
being proactive in this regard. 

(ayt&uantages: allows the NT mamne to swi?Mce 
6!As/aNNEc!P rmte requests wit5lout re?quSrfng 
the user to flxst log onto the windows NT PC 
and execute the qawner program and the 
spamer honors the access tights of the 
W%nduws NT registry with respect to the 

. amcguest~ng user id.) 
I, Clinfcal Trial RN? SAS Data sets 

After installing SAS/IntrNet 1.1, it was necessary 
to delete the old SAS spawner service, spawner.exe 
in favor of the new SAS spawner SEC-i&X, 
tspawnerexe. This was done as follow: ^' a 
1. P4irom the czcwere1 Panel, -s-click on 4zae 

The SAS Institute IRC Solution . s@Ewmw icon. 
2. F%nd the S&S Spa- service in the list of 

SAS Institute Inc. has impl'emented its own 
solution in version 1.1 of the SAS/IntrNet 
Software. 

Konnect is a compute services component of 
SAS/IntrNeL It is a driver or a set of Java 
class libraries which provides the Application 
Programming Interface (API) that allows Java 
applications or applets to connect directly to 
SAS servers. This is done via the SASIConnect 
server. 

program and its many parameters. The advantage of this service is that we are now 
able to create Java applets which can securely 
start and'connect to a SAS session as well as 
execute SAS code including SQL statements and 
display results from the session, 

JTunnel is a 'feature/ that can be used with 
Java applets created using JConneet..It uses 
HTTP tunneling techniques to enable Java'applets 
to take advantage of SAS data and computing 
services by eliminating almost all of the 
restrictions associated with where the SAS 
software is executed. 

Refer to the Communications Access Methods 
SASJCONNECT and SAWSHARE Software Version 6, First 
Edition to gain an understanding of the spawner 

The icing on the cake is that our clients,' 
staff, field sales representatives, and external 
partners do not need a copy of the SAS Software 
on their computers. Mission critical SAS data is 

The final step necessary to perform on the 
SASfCONNECT server was to create an Autoexec.SAS 
file in the SAS executable directory. A libname 
statement was added in order to ensure that the SAS 
clinical data sets were accessible via the web 
browser. 

The sample code in Figure 2 was submitted remotely 
by a third computer which has the SAS Software 
installed. It was used to test whether the spawner 
was correctly installed and started. 

NOTE: No libname was specified as 
file exists on the SAS/CONNECT 
contains all necessary libnames. 

an AutoexecSAS 
server, which 

available through a common interface .- the web 
browser. 

System Configuration 

SAS/Connect Server Machine 

\ options comamid=tcp temote=bottoxn; 
sigwn; 

rsubit; 
pry download data=clinical.antres; 
run; 

mdrsubmit; 
Isignoff; 
Figtare 2: TESTSPAIIQC31.W 

Configuration 

The SAS/Connect Server is configured as follow: 
Web server Macihine Configcuation 

The Web Server is configured as follow: 
l Win&ows/NT 4.0 Operating System 
* Dell PowerEdge 4100/200 (Pentium 200) e WUxlows/EJT 4.0 Qperating Sptem 
l 256M8 RAM 0 Pentiuan 320 semmr 
0 The S&S Software System, Rel+mse 6.12 st&d * 86MERAM 

0 

in D:\SAS directory 
SAS/XntrNdz 1.1 including JQxmect stored in 
D:\SAS\Intrnet 
Thek SAS/CONMKT Spawner prcqram for Windaos, 
tspawner.exe n;uming as a Windows NT service 
for TCP/IP comunications access x@shod 

e ltsecscapce3! Enterprise Server 3.0 installed in 
lk\Nt?tscape\Suitespot directory 

e J?Funne& executables cgi programs (shrcgLexe 
and shrproc. exe) storeert in a subdirectory of 
the web server's cgi directory 
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0 The xarsompressed zipped Mod&Pied aam Tcw3ls Interpreter is always 'awake' as it is a 
for SDX LO2 file stored in a mkUm4cWry of persistent process but the SAS Message Router is 
the w&b sem directory. not persistent and is only 'awaken' when an HTTP 

0 CustQnl version of SAS XnstkWte~ s request is sent from the TelnetConnectClient 
JTwumlVWw~z.hfidl pbhidt uses the ZVMwer abj eet . 
Java apple* - gROJgCS.htm% The next thing we need to do on the web server 

First, the Java archives in zipped format was 
copied to the D:\Netscape\SuiteSpot\docs\applets 
directory on the web server machine. Using a Java 
archive can significantly improve download time,by 
reducing the number of HTTP connections required to 

machine is to create the web page which will 
enable us to remotely access the clinicaL trials 
SAS data files on the SASICONNECT server. 

fetch Java applet code. 
The HTML code to generate the main web page, 

The next series of steps ar@ very crucial to PROSECT.HTP4L1 was adapted from the code contained within 
ensuring that the tunneling feature 3.s operative. the SA5 rnstStutec$ web site and is as follow: 

c TIMEOUT=GQ 

# The SASHOST parameter is the name of the SAS/CONM%CT sexver 
# which the JConnect applets will commmicate with. 

SASWST=bottom 

# The SASPORT pa,tmmter is port 23 which is the telnet wrt 
# where SAWCONNECT serves is listening on. No other ports wi31 
# be allowed access front the applets. 

ALLOW_SASPORT=23 

# The following'parameters are used by JConnect. ONLY the 
# commnd specified by the alias mySasCcmmand will be allwed 
# for Konnect applets. This is the command to start SAS on 
# the host, bottom. No other commands will be allowed. 

mysasCommmd * d:\\sas\\sas.exe 

COddblCMlltnr.jR width-700 biei#t-350> 
4paxam %Mma-hQIC vaAw*b&tc!m"> 

The TelnetConnectClient applet communciates with 
the SAS/CONNECT spawner program (tspawnerexe) . 
via port 23 (the telnet port) on the 
SAS/CONNECT server machine. The following HTML 
parameter tag will be used in Project.html 
below: 
Qprt;ar est aue-"bottarv 
qbuam 3&uwqut v8llae=*23"> 
qparaB~~tlVIJttd)l*HO1l~w> 
qpamm -41% value-~4ppp~~~> 
crwurrp BtuwXl 
Prl~~bttp:jj~~rt:81j~jjtuurrlji..uu'> 

A SAS session will be started by the 
TelnetConnectClient using the value of 
$mySasCommand defined in SHRCGI.CFG. 

The TelnetConnectClient object does not create a 
socket connection to the remote SASKONNECT 
server. "Tunneling" is used which means that it 
sends an HTTP request to the CGI program, 
SHRCGI.EXE (the SAS Message Router), who then 
passes that request to SHRPROC.EXE (the SAS 
Protocol Interpreter). The SAS Protocol 
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everytime the Jviewer applet requires another 
Java applet. If we chose not to use the archive, 
then each request for an applet would require 
yet another request to the HTTP server. 

The ‘Codebase’ is defined as being fn the parent 
directory of the HTML directory I.../). The 
par@nt directory is the ClinicalStudies 
directory. The Jviewer applet, is found in the * 
n../~~sas/~~t/j~~r/~~~@~let.c~asst? 
directory. 

Using the PARAM elementl you can pass general 
purpose parameters to an elelkent. The first 
pgrameter passed to the applet is the 'host' 
parameter with a value of ."bottom". Vottom" is 
the name of the S,AS/CONNECT server machine. 

Applets access the parameters set in the <PARAM> 
tag using the getParameter method. 

Check out the SAS Institute's web site 
referenced in the References section of this 
paper for a detailed discussion of the various 
parameters utilized by the Yviewer applet class. 

Followirlg is a discussion of a few of the 
exciting functions the JViewer applet class has 
to offer. 

On the Netscape Enterprise web server machine, Let The Dance Begin! 
the directory structure is as follow: 
l D O C S  

* C~fnicalStwUes 
0 Rtlml 

0 fmages 
a earl 

0 sas 
0 net 

0 JViewes 
Project.html is stored in the 
D:\Netscape\SuiteSpot\Docs\ClinicalStudies\Html 
sub-directory. The JViewer applets (class files) 
are stored in the 
D:\Netscape\SuiteSpot\Docs\ClinicalStudies\com\s 
as\net\Jviewer sub-directory. 

Finally, all GIF images are stored in the 
D:\Netscape\SuiteSpot\Qocs\ClinicalStudies\Html\ 
Images sub-directory. 

By glancing at Project.html sourcel you can see 
where the HTML <Applet> tag is used. 

When the web page is first accessed, it will 
take a few seconds for the JViewer applet to 

connect to the SAS/CONNECT server and to display 
the available SAS libraries. 

Figure ‘4 illustrates the appearance of the web 
Page, Project.html when it is first accessed via 
the browser. The SAS data library tree structure 

displays each of the available libraries which 
were defined to the SASKONNECT server via 
Config.sas and Autoexec.SAS. These are the onl.y 
libraries which the JViewer applet is allowed ta 
access. The plus sign (+) indicates that the SAS 
data sets or vi.ews are accessible. 

Here *we will access the CLINICAL SAS data 
library. By double clicking on CLINICAL or 
double clicking on the folder icon or clicking 
once on the plus sign, the CLINICAL folder is 
transformed from \collapsed' format to 
'expanded' format as illustrated in Figure 5 

What happens here is that the "archive" 
attribute of the <APPLET> tag allows the file 
jslU2mod. gip to be downloaded to the client's 
disk and will search it for the Jviewer class 
and the classes it requires, This zip file is 
found relative to the codebase path, and must 
not be compressed. Classes not in the zip 
archive will still be searched for via the old 
mechanism if indeed requried. 
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By clicking once on the DEMOG SAS data set, and 
then clicking on the Summary Statistics 
toolbutton, on the toolbar, a Java applet window 

(dialog box) will, appear as illustrated in 
Figure 6. 

. 
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Figure 6: SfsQQaRy STlbTISTICS Tool Button Java biakog Win&w Fcrr PEM3G SAS IData Set 

From this window, you can select one or more 
class variables, analysis variables, and 
statistical measures such as number of 
observations, mean, maximum, minimum, corrected 
sum of squares, standard deviation, etc. A 
rather robust tool indeed. 

Number) 
* statisticax masures : Number of Observations, 

The resulting output data set will.be stored in 
WQRK * SUMTvlARY . This data set name can also be 
typed in from the Java Dialog Winduw. 

The JV4:EWER applet class calls the applet which 
The following parameters were selected: 'remote, submits' SAS Procedure code for data 
0 Class Variables: RACEC (Race Decode) and SEX summarization. In Figure 7 there is a 

(Sex) summarization of the number of investigators 
* Analysis Variables: INVNQ (Investigator categorized by the r&e and sex variables. 

rigare 7: EmRllts6~ s&s PEoctc;OureW 
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Conclusion 

The capabilities demonstrated in this paper does 
not come close to demonstrating the power of the 
SAS Software System! The Wiewer package can 
equip a remote user with the ability to subset 
or filter data, sort data sets, perform summary 
data drill-downs, graphics drill-down, view SAS 
wls I format output dynamically and more!. 

In addition, there exist a facility where a Java 
developer can add additional functionality to 
the JViewer applet. 

The SAS Institute has brought the realm of thin 
client comp,uting to the forefront of where data 
analysis and presentation should be today-- 
platform independent client/server computing. 
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SPECIAL NOTES - 

Client Platform LIMITED Testing: 

Check out the SAS Institute Java Tools 
Troubleshooting Guide set forth in th; 
References section above. 

Netscape Navigator 3.03 - SUCCESSFUL 

Netscape Communicator 4.Ula - FAILURE 
Applet exception: nanos > 999999999 of < 0 
java lang frlegalPltgums~t&xeeption: ngnos 2999999999 of X 0 
Applet corn.sas.het.Jviewer.JviewerAagplet 08310s B999999999 or < 0 

Netscape Communicator 4.02 - SUCCESSFUL 

Netscape Navigator(standalone) 4.04 - SUCCESSFUL 

Netscape Communicator 4.04 - SUCCESSFUL 

Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 with default 
Java JIT Compiler turned on - FAILURE 

Microsoft Internet Explorer. 4.0 with default 
Java JIT Compiler turned off (and reboot) - 
SUCCESSFUL 
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